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A creepy mummy monster is on the loose in Stermont!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book
line called Branches, which is aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest
content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow!In this sixth book, Alexander's class goes on a field trip to the
history museum. The students have been learning about the legend of the bumpy mummy in class. But then
Alexander thinks he sees the REAL bumpy mummy walking around! The famous Ruby Scorpion gets stolen
from the museum, too! And what are those strange popping noises?! Alexander and his friends will have to
work fast to stop Stermont's latest monster!
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From Reader Review Pop of the Bumpy Mummy for online ebook

M.M. Hudson says

This is the first chapter book in an entire series that I have read, this is book number six. I can tell from this
one that the books are stand alone but do refer to previous books and events of the characters.

I love a good mystery type book and I know that any budding sleuth is going to love this one. The book is
aimed at first through third-grade students. It is written in such a way to help emerging students read what
they like but to read well.

I like the illustrations are on every page but only enhance the reading and not clutter the pages. I also like
that the book is written in bolder type so that children can see clearly the words that are written on the pages.
A unique feature of the book is that it is totally in black and white which gives the whole idea of a
"notebook." Did I happen to mention that the author is also the illustrator?

The characters themselves are a small group with quirky mannerism. They have formed this small club-like
that seeks out monsters. The "notebook" keeps their thought processes as well as monsters they find in kid-
like drawings and information.

All in all, I loved this book and cannot wait to get my hands on more of this series.

5 stars!

Disclosure: I purchased a copy of this book for my own collections. The views here are 100% my own and
may differ from yours. ~Naila Moon

Tamieka Fleming says

This series of books is interesting enough to keep my 3rd grader reading them. They are more like 2nd grade
level I think, but I am just glad they hold his interest. The stories are cute and easy to follow with lots of
pictures and drawings.

Lindsay Fouts says

Finally read this book even though I bought it a few years ago (been through a few moves and some books
were boxed up.) Anyway, my 7 year old enjoyed it and laughed and giggled throughout. We were going to
just read one or two chapters but he had me read the entire book in one sitting.

Erin says

Great art and silly/funny premise, but didn't love it.



Lisa Kennedy says

My son asked me to read this book because he has enjoyed the series so far. When we started, I read them
out loud to him. Now he can read them himself and finishes a title in a few hours. Great beginner chapter
books! Interesting mysteries and monsters!

Two BookWorms Blog says

Not remotely scary. And sometimes that’s exactly what kids need. Many of the characters (Alexander’s
father comes right to mind) and pictures are goofy, but pleasantly so. Actually, the monsters are kind of cute.
These books would be fun even as read-alouds.

For the full review: https://twobookwormsblog.wordpress.co...

Killian says

The monster was easy to destroy because it was just made of bubble wrap.

The Brothers says

Dexter (8yo) read. "Alexander Bopp and his friends Nikki and Rip are going on a field trip to museum... for
a sleep-over! Everything is disappearing suddenly, especially the ruby scorpion."

George's Books (Kids & Young Adult) says

The Super Secret Monster Patrol takes on a mystery overnight at the museum. Is it a monster? Or is it the
museum's famous mummy come to life?

George and I LOVE this series and this book does not disappoint. It is funny, fast-paced and fantastically
illustrated. We can't get enough. We happily re-read each one. As an adult I find the plots a little obvious but
that does not detract from my enjoyment of watching Alexander, Rip and Nikki work it out. George is
hooked on every line. The characters are hilarious and totally original, even the secondary characters. We
find Alexander's dad particularly fun. It works wonderfully as a read-aloud book, but middle-grade readers
would love it as well. Even if they are a reluctant reader the illustrations will help keep them motivated to
keep reading. George can sit looking at the illustrations for an hour.



Sabrina Roy says

My seven year old son really enjoys these books. He still like a lot of pictures so these chapter books are nice
as they pretty much have pictures every page but a nice in depth story. He is already excited for the next one.

Jenn says

The language and sentence structure of this series is very basic (he said, she said) but yet include great action
words and vocabulary. X likes that they add monsters and the continuation of the series, plots, characters. He
also likes the illustrations on every page. He is always noticing something or asking when that is going to
happen. They are almost horror but not too scary or dark for his age. I also like the notebook entries on the
silly characters (forkupine, balloon goon). Enough kid humor and pieces to grab the adult as well. Very
relateable to young kiddos and good early chapter books. X is always wanting to know what the next book is,
so we may have to purchase to read again. I checked it out to make sure he would like it.

Amanda says

The things that the monsters are made out of in these books are quite clever. My six year old son loves this
series!

Daniel says

so good that I thought it was ok at first then it got better and better than most of the books I ever read

Debra says

I will never think about plastic bubble wrap the same way again. Loved the story and bumpy mummy. Great
story progression. I think each story is becoming a little more intricate. I especially liked the way the
mummy was defeated.

Jacob Shea says

Very good


